DREAM

sliding panel

AURAS from the DREAM Curtain line, is a panel made of overlapping,
translucent fabric strips, lightly fastened to a transparent lining. With its striking
yet clutter-free style, Auras sliding panels highlight the elegance of urban,
contemporary settings. They function beautifully as decorative screens or
room-dividers in modern spaces and curtains for all kinds of windows,
including roof-windows. Auras Duet presents an advanced, reversible design
with a panel of DREAM LINEA as backing.
Auras offers a selection from the 2 textures -Classic or Luminare-, 24 colors
and their unlimited combinations. The sliding panels come in heights of 100270cm1). Height’ refers to the total height from the top of the curtain to the tip of
the strips. The standard widths1) are 60 and 70cm.
Suitable for all kinds of sliding panel systems, Auras is easy to install. The
sliding panel comes with a V-Head - a concealed Velcro attachment and a hem
rod–pocket with the weight bar. Machine washable at 30°, Auras normally does
not require ironing. The standard delivery time for an Auras is 12-18 business
days. Each DREAM Auras is a custom-made product, certified for quality.
1)

©

Texture Luminare pleated

Multistyle caters to special size and design preferences. Please refer to SPECIAL

The price per sqm for a finished AURAS CURTAIN is € 131 (incl. VAT)
in the texture Classic smooth with 1- 3 Kaleido-colors, incl. the support bars

Minimum invoiced quantity per pc is 1 sqm
Texture Classic smooth
Kaleido colors - available in Texture Classic and Luminare

Royal Colors - available only in Texture Classic

Accessories

Popular design extras and charges
LUMINARE texture
ROYAL Colors
Curtain up from 4 colors

7,00 €

100-270 cm

8,40 €

100-270 cm

11,70 €

Z-w

DREAM Washing-bag

1 Pc

18,00 €

20%

Z-n-C

per pc

20%

Z-n-R

per color

14 €

per specification

Special forms

100-270 cm

Z-n-L

Single Strip Classic- Kaleido
tips on both ends
Single Strip Classic –Royal
tips on both ends
Single Strip Luminare-Kaleido
tips on both ends

per pc

10%

1)

per rm
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Request a quote for an AURAS sliding panel:

(marked fields are mandatory)

to EURO-DSIGN, FAX 0049-661-780-89, Email: info@dream-roomArt.com

Co. name:__________________________ Contact person:_____________________Post code: _______Date:_____________ _
more Information: _________________________________________________________________________________________
if this is your first order: town, street, phone
Quantity : _____ (only for identical pcs) Texture:

Type: O Sliding panel
Height :_____cm

Width

O CLASSIC or O LUMINARE

(with 20% surcharge).

O Sliding panel for a Roof-window
:_____cm

Color sequence: _______________________________________________________
Eg: ABC,ABC.. (Aloha pink, Berry black, Chrome light silver, repeat.)

Additional information or sketch:

